A s qu are compl ex m atrix is pos iti ve s ign-symmetric if a ll its pn nclpa l mino rs are positi ve , and a ll product s of sy mm e trically-placed minors a re nonnegative. It is proved that every positiv e sign-sy mme tric matrix is posi tive sta ble.
1. NOTATIO N. For fixed n, le t Ifa= (i i , i2, . .. , i k,) EQn , the n lal=k. GivenA EC" , " a nd a, (3EQ" , byA(a, (3 ) we mean the minor of A whose rows are indexed by a and whose columns are indexed by {3. We can now formally define AEC" , " to be positive sign-symmetric if
(1) A (a, a) > 0 for all a EQ", (2) A (a , f3) A ({3, a) ::;,; 0 for all a, {3EQ", I a I = I {3 1 · I t is obvious th at her mitian positive definite matrices and totally positive matrices are positiv e signsym me tric. Also, it is we ll known that they have all positiv e c haracteristic roots (see also [9] 1). This las t is not true for all positive sign-sym metri c matrices; as an exa mple, t a ke
The characteristic roots of this matrix are, approximately , 6_85 and 2_58 ± O_28i_
It is perhaps ~f interest, however , that ~ll positiye sign-symme tric matrices are positive stable, i_ eo, all their c haracteristic roots have positive real parts_ THEOREM_ Every complex matrix which is positive sign-symmetric is positive stable_ PROOF_ Given BECn , " which is positive sign-symmetric_ Let 5 = B 2; by the Cauchy-Bine t formula a nd (1) and (2) (d 1 ,d2 , • • • , d n ) eCn. n, di :> 0, i= 1, . . . , n, for which AD is positive stable. Let Dt = (l-t) / + tD, 0 ~ t ~ 1; all Dt are diagonal matrices, with positive diagonal entries, and Do= /, Dl = D. It follows that each matrix ADt is positive sign-symmetric, and hence can have no characteristic roots on the imaginary axis. Since AD is positive stable, and the characteristic roots of ADt are continuous functions of t, A must also be positive stable.
We define AeC n • n to be positive weakly sign-symmetric if (1) and
i.e., whenever all but one of the indices in a and ~ are common to both. A number of interesting ~ inequalities are known to hold for the principal minors of such matrices; cf. [3] , [4] , [8] . It is known that nonsingular M-matrices, as well as hermitian positive definite and totally positive matrices, are positive weakly sign-symmetric (cf. [2] ); and all these matrices are positive stable. We conjecture that all positive weakly sign-symmetric matrices are also positive stable. The Routh-Hurwitz conditions (cf. [7] , p. 194-5) can be used to prove that the conjecture is true for n ~ 4 (the case n = 3 is also proved in [2] ). An analogous proof for the general case appears hopelessly complicated. /;
